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Supernatural Season 10 Guide
The tenth season of Supernatural, an American dark fantasy television series created by Eric Kripke,
premiered on October 7, 2014 on The CW, and concluded on May 20, 2015, consisting of 23
episodes.The season aired Tuesdays at 9:00 pm (ET), and moved to Wednesdays at 9:00 pm
beginning March 18, 2015. This is the third season with Jeremy Carver as showrunner.
Supernatural (season 10) - Wikipedia
The first season of Supernatural, an American dark fantasy television series created by Eric Kripke,
premiered on September 13, 2005, and concluded on May 4, 2006 after 22 episodes.It focuses on
brothers Sam and Dean Winchester as they track down their father, John, who is on the trail of the
demon who killed their mother and Sam's girlfriend.During their travels, they use their father's ...
Supernatural (season 1) - Wikipedia
A guide listing the titles and air dates for episodes of the TV series Supernatural (2005).
Supernatural (2005) (a Titles & Air Dates Guide)
Episode Recap Supernatural on TV.com. Watch Supernatural episodes, get episode information,
recaps and more.
Supernatural - Episode Guide - TV.com
Supernatural Video: The exclusive home for Supernatural free full episodes, previews, clips,
interviews and more video. Only on The CW. Supernatural stars Jared Padalecki as Sam Winchester
and Jensen Ackles as Dean Winchester. In Supernatural, Sam and Dean cruise America's highways
in their 1967 Chevy Impala, battling supernatural threats.
Supernatural Video - Moriah | Stream Free
Created by Eric Kripke. With Jared Padalecki, Jensen Ackles, Jim Beaver, Misha Collins. Two brothers
follow their father's footsteps as hunters, fighting evil supernatural beings of many kinds, including
monsters, demons, and gods that roam the earth.
Supernatural (TV Series 2005– ) - IMDb
Elsewhere, Legacies wraps its inaugural season on Thursday, March 28, and Crazy Ex-Girlfriend will
end its four-season run Friday, April 5 at a special time of 8/7c. The episode will be followed ...
The CW Sets Finale Dates for Arrow, Supernatural, the ...
All times are GMT -7. The time now is 03:39 PM.. Fan Forum | Contact Us | Fan Forum on Twitter |
Fan Forum on Facebook | Archive | Top
Supernatural - Fan Forum
Supernatural is an American television series by Eric Kripke.The show follows brothers Sam and
Dean Winchester, who travel across America in a black 1967 Chevy Impala investigating and
combating paranormal events and other unexplained occurrences, many of them based on
American urban legends and folklore as well as classic supernatural creatures such as vampires,
werewolves, and ghosts.
Supernatural Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Siblings Dean and Sam crisscross the country, investigating paranormal activity and picking fights
with demons, ghosts and monsters. Watch trailers & learn more.
Supernatural | Netflix
Supernatural Still Holds The Power With its 12th season about to start, Supernatural is making
genre-show history. Neither The X Files nor Buffy the Vampire Slayer managed to maintain the
same ...
Supernatural TV Show - Network Ten
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Wayward Sisters (Season 13, Episode 10) TNT. When Sam and Dean go missing, Jody Mills calls
Claire Novak, the rebellious rogue hunter, and tells her it is time to come home—they need to find
the ...
Supernatural TV Listings, TV Schedule and Episode Guide ...
Though summer is still a few months away, hiatus is very near for some of The CW’s series. The
network on Thursday unveiled season finale airdates for 13 of its shows, beginning with Black ...
‘Supernatural,’ ‘Arrow’ and More Get Season Finale Dates ...
1.01 Pilot: The Impala is first seen as John and the boys take refuge with her after Mary is killed and
their house is burning.; 22 years later - The ghost of Constance Welch possesses the Impala and
tries to run Sam and Dean over, but they jump out of the way. Later, as Sam is driving the Impala,
she appears in the backseat and takes control of the car again to make him drive her home, where
...
Impala - Supernatural Wiki - Super-wiki
Kuri Uchiha and her friend Reiko Minamino have been asleep. But with the words of an ancient
spell, they and their pack are awakened. They are now joined by their mates: Jacob and Inuyasha;
as well as the rest of the pack: Mana and Kiba, Kiana, Sasuke, the Winchesters and their angels and
their cousins Ava and Billie, and Alpha, Sesshomaru.
Supernatural FanFiction Archive | FanFiction
Track Supernatural new episodes, see when is the next episode air date, series schedule, trailer,
countdown, calendar and more. TV show guide for Supernatural.
Supernatural TV Show Air Dates & Track Episodes - Next Episode
The CW handed out renewals to 10 current series on Monday.
The CW renews Supernatural, Arrow, Supergirl, Riverdale ...
Supernatural features stars Jensen Ackles and Jared Padalecki as Dean and Sam Winchester, two
brothers who travel the country looking for their missing father and battling evil spirits along the
way.
Supernatural - Show News, Reviews, Recaps and Photos - TV.com
3.03 Bad Day at Black Rock. Dean and Sam receive a call on one of John's old cellphones about a
break-in at a lock-up where John kept various supernatural artifacts that he either couldn't or didn't
want to destroy, along with some items from Sam and Dean's childhood such as an old soccer
trophy of Sam's and the sawed-off shotgun Dean made in sixth grade.
John Winchester - Supernatural Wiki - Super-wiki
If you have a hunger for the best supernatural movies, grab one of these horror flicks. Turn out the
lights, get the popcorn, and let the blood fly.
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